Inkjet Solutions
Case Study

Dome creates new growth
opportunities with EFI VUTEk
and Fiery technologies
“With the recent recession and the ongoing shifts in
the market,” says Tim Poole, “we realized we needed
to look for new revenue streams. Our fulfillment
operation had a significant amount of large format
coming in for distribution, and we were already
outsourcing some large format work. It made sense to
invest in that business.”
Bob Poole, Dome’s co-owner, evaluated a wide range
of equipment available on the market. “We put them
through extensive interviews as we worked through
the best type of equipment for our business,” he
explains. “We needed very high quality, fast throughput
and as much flexibility with the equipment as possible.”
Dome wanted to make sure that whatever the
company acquired would fit in well with its offset and
digital equipment. “Many of the kits that go out of here
have components from all of those technologies,” Bob
Poole adds, “and we needed to feel comfortable that
we could get an excellent color match.”

Solution:
Dome chose two EFI VUTEk printers to launch
its new large format business. “The quality was
exceptional, especially with the EFI Fiery proServer and
its superior color management capabilities,” Bob Poole
says. “White ink was important, but the real deciding
factor was their hybrid flatbed/roll-to-roll capabilities
as well as the fast throughput.” Dome now sports an
EFI VUTEk HS100 Pro and an EFI VUTEk GS3250lx LED
printer. The company also acquired an Esko cutting
table to round out its startup efforts.
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Dome Co-Owners Bob and Tim Poole

Challenge:
“Many of our clients headquartered in
Northern California had to go to Southern
California or out of state to get the type of
large format printing and related integrated
services they were looking for. By adding
large format printing to our already broad
base of services, we believed we would
be able to bring that business into the
regional economy.”
Tim Poole, CEO,
DoME

Installation and color calibration went quickly. “We were already
running a huge retail package on our VUTEk GS3250lx Pro the first
week it was in our shop,” Bob Poole says, “and it went off without a
hitch. We could hardly wait to get our hands on the HS100 Pro the
following week. We already needed the capacity!”
Incorporated in 1969 by Ray Poole,
Sacramento-based Dome has grown
from a small family-owned commercial
printing business to a full-service provider
of a variety of services designed to deliver
results for its customers. The company
offers everything from creative services
and digital printing to fulfillment and
integrated business solutions, including
custom client storefront solutions. Dome
generates in excess of $32 million in
revenues annually and occupies two
facilities with a total of 150,000 square
feet of manufacturing, warehousing and
office space. Tim and Bob Poole have now
restructured and built a next-generation
business since purchasing the company
from their parents in 2004.

The new superwide-format offerings complement the family-owned
business’s growth strategies. “We grew 20% last year and expect
that same level of growth this year,” says Tim Poole. “Part of that is
attributable to the technology solutions we offer customers, but we
are seeing the VUTEk business growing by leaps and bounds as well.”
Dome added its EFI VUTEk equipment to its digital and offset weband sheetfed production capabilities. “We have been very impressed
with the Fiery color management engine,” says Tim Poole, who has
been immersed in the field of color management for the past quarter
century. With the superior color quality Dome gets from the Fiery
color-managed workflow on the VUTEk equipment, “Sometimes it
gives our offset pressman a run for the money,” he adds.
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“Once we looked at all of the options, the ultimate
choice of a pair of EFI VUTEk printers was a no-brainer.”
BOB Poole, CO-OWNER,
DoME
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Results:
Almost everything Dome produces for clients in the gaming,
healthcare, financial and retail markets using digital printing involves
versioning or variable data. “Our VUTEk capabilities have been a
major factor in our ability to onboard major clients every week,” says
Tim Poole. “Our retail clients, for example, average between 100 and
1,200 stores. These clients demand high levels of versioning and
variability, and we use those capabilities to prepare various types of
kits for them. This is the type of recurring, programmatic business
we were seeking. The VUTEk printers have given us the ability to
produce everything under one roof — faster and more cost-effectively
than ever before.”

“The EFI Fiery proServer,
with its superior color
management capabilities,
produces exceptional quality.”
Tim Poole, CEO,
DoME

The new VUTEk devices are producing retail displays, window clings,
backlit signs, large banner projects and more. “We also are doing wall
graphics for some fine art museums and banners for the State Fair as
well as large presentation checks for charity events,” he notes. “This
was business I wasn’t even expecting.”
An important part of Dome’s cultural DNA is the ability to solve
problems for its customers. “Once the word got out that we had this
exceptional large format capability, people were coming out of the
woodwork asking us to help them solve unique sign and display
problems and be more innovative,” according to Tim Poole. “It’s like
the good old days in the printing industry. It’s exciting and fun, and I
look forward to coming to work every day. You never know what is
going to pop up next.”
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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